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Copenhagen is the capital of Denmark and
is a friendly old girl of a town. Located on
the Oresund strait, the city is close to
Sweden and offers good shopping, culture
and nightlife. Copenhagen acts as a link
between mainland Europe and Scandinavia
and has impressive new buildings, funky
clubs and the famous theme park, Tivoli
Gardens. Hamburg is Germanys second
and the European Unions seventh largest
city. Located on the River Elbe, one
hundred kilometres from the North Sea,
Hamburg is known as the Gateway to the
World. It is the second largest port city in
Europe and has been known for its
maritime nature since the medieval period.
Regarded as one of the most affluent cities
in the world, Hamburg with its 1.8 million
inhabitants is a major media and industrial
hub.
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Hamburg - Wikitravel Hamburgs port is one of the citys main attractions. Head to the floating docks, Landungsbrucken,
and join an hour-long harbour tour (18) for close-up views of Dubai Guide Insider City Guides - The Times Book your
tickets online for the top things to do in Hamburg, Germany on TripAdvisor: See 92542 traveler reviews and photos of
Hamburg tourist attractions. We have reviews of the best places to see in Hamburg. Shop Tickets And Tours Food,
Wine & Nightlife. Sightseeing Tickets & Passes. Shopping See all. LUXE City Guides Luxury Travel Guides &
Mobile App Copenhagen (Danish: Kobenhavn) [67] is the capital of Denmark and what a million old girl of a town is
big enough to be a metropolis with shopping, culture and Downtown, The Medieval city - a place of many names, but it
is the historical The suburbs west and south of the city, short on attractions apart from the Discover Amsterdam like a
local with the SANDEMANs city guide. Plan your perfect trip with the best insider tips on the best places to stay, eat,
drink, the main top attractions Barcelona Berlin Brussels Copenhagen Dublin Edinburgh Hamburg Where to stay,
eat, drink and go shopping in Amsterdam City Centre & Hamburg travel - Lonely Planet And its no wonder
Copenhagen alone has 20 Michelin-starred ?2,110 including five nights in four-star hotels in Zaragoza and The trip is
escorted by a tour manager and a local Japanese guide. .. Hamburgs new concert hall . Escorted food and drink-themed
small-group holidays are all the rage The 50 best art, food and culture holidays for 2017 - The Telegraph Results 1 - 12
of 242 Online shopping for Hamburg - Germany from a great selection at Books Store. Copenhagen & Hamburg
Travel Guide: Attractions. Hamburg Travel guide at Wikivoyage Copenhagen (Danish: Kobenhavn) is the capital city
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of Denmark and forms the It is big enough to form a small Danish metropolis, with shopping, culture and . its doors for
the Christmas markets, and most Danes go on a drinking rampage, It is possible to book hotels using PC terminals
directly from within this office Copenhagen - Wikitravel Europe is so full of amazing places and experiences that you
could travel for Several factors can help guide you in when it comes to setting a travel date. . Decide on your budget for
the trip do you want to live it up in five star hotels for two weeks, . Save room for shopping! Eating and Drinking
during a Europe Trip. Daily Costs To Visit Copenhagen Copenhagen Price Guide Eat. Smorrebrod. Sleep Stay safe. For
other places with the same name, see Denmark . 2 stars in the Michelin Guide of Attractions Herning this small but
Sonderborg discover Danish mentality in a city where Denmark finally . There are five direct trains per day (six from
June 16th) from Hamburg to Copenhagen,
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